Modified power wheels jeep hurricane

View Your Cart. The Stage I kit is a great way to add more torque and speed to an F without
breaking the bank. It is also the most power you can add without increasing the voltage. Kit
includes: - 2 Modified motors with more speed and torque pre-installed in gearboxes. Still
helpful for 12 volt vehicles too. We strongly recommend using Metal First Gears when running
18 volts or more. Just like when modifying a real car, modifying a Power Wheels voids all
warranties. If you have made any non-MLToys modifications to your car you should reach out to
our tech support first to check compatibility. MLToys bears no responsibility for damage to
vehicle, persons, or property incurred by modifying a vehicle. Stage I Hurricane kit on 12 volts.
Stage II Dune Racer at 18 volts. How to Install Staged Motor Gearboxes. How and Why to
Break-in Motors. Heat Sink Option. Recommended Accessories. Axle Thrust Bearing. Four Point
Safety Harness. Brake Reduction Module. Motors did not last. New hurricane motors. Decent
quality, easy install, nice speed increase. Worked as advertised. Gearbox upgrade for Jeep
Hurricane. View All Customer Reviews. View Your Cart. So your kid wants to go faster but you
have no clue where to begin? A few minutes spent reading this article will save you hours of
headaches and possibly hundreds of dollars. Remember that the first rule of motorsports is that
the more you spend the faster you go. It's no different with little cars. Quality motors, batteries,
and gears cost money to develop and produce. A proper setup should last until your child
outgrows the car. And your next child too. Pick the right car: Just like with real cars, it's
important to start with a vehicle that can take modifications well. The ride-on market is flooded
with cheap chassis that have gearboxes and electronics which can't take any more power
without major headaches. There's also cars that are too small to add speed with your kid's
safety in mind. We find the best cars for modifying are the Powerwheels 12 volt vehicles except
Smartdrive and Kid Trax 12 volt vehicles. Inspect your car to make sure it's in good enough
condition for modifying. What was a minor problem in a stock vehicle can become a major
problem when you add more power. Things to check include: - Is the rear axle bent? You have
to roll it on a flat surface to see the bend. If it's bent you will melt gearbox housings at higher
rpm's. This is critical damage that is not fixable. Tires with holes will break gears. Wires that are
dried out will likely have corrosion on the inside. They may not handle the increased amp draw
that comes with speed and you'll blow fuses. There's no way to visually inspect this. They're
cheap. One of the most common errors in modifying is mismatching the batteries, motors and
gears. Matching them is as important to a ride-on as having a motor, transmission, and rear-end
that all work together in a real car: Motor: Stock motors which come in most vehicles are only
designed for 12 volts. Some people do run them at 18 volts but eventually they fail. At 24v the
motors usually will not last a day. Our motors are the only motors specifically marketed as
upgraded motors for ride-ons. Using a motor from a radio controlled car that weighs 5lbs is a
recipe for failure. Our Performance motors are designed to run at 12v or 18v. They come on all
Stage I and II kits. Our Performance Motors will run at 12v, 18v, or 24v. At 12v they are slower
than the 's. At 18v they are about the same speed as the s but with a ton more low-end power.
Batteries: Upgrading batteries give more speed gain than motors but again you have to match
the right battery to the right motor to have the car last. Currently a popular home-grown trend is
to use lithium batteries. Lithium batteries are problematic because they deliver too much punch
discharge rating. A typical powertool lithium battery has a discharge rate 5x higher then an SLA
battery because your power tool needs torque not speed. With no clutch in a ride-on to buffer
that punch motors get cooked and gears get stripped very quickly. The more powerful the motor
the quicker it will overheat with lithium. Almost all ride-on cars use SLA style batteries which
use a gel form of acid for slower discharge and for safety. They also overheat motors because
of the different chemistry in the battery. Stick with SLAs. The amperage of the battery
determines run time. Most vehicles have a 9. Our upgraded batteries are all 12amp. Running
more then 12 amps has proven to overheat motors and is not recommended. Stock batteries
usually have 30amp breaker in them which often fails when using upgraded motors or
increasing the voltage. Our batteries use 40amp replaceable fuses. If you switch to an 18v or
24v battery you will also need an 18v or 24v charger. Our battery conversion kits include the
appropriate charger. Using batteries other then SLA's and at more then 12 amps will void all
product warranties. Gears: Upgrading gears is the least glorious but most important part of
making a modified ride-on reliable. Most Power Wheels brand ride-ons produced in the last 10
years use a "7R" gearcase. Older models had " 7" gearcases which are discontinued.
Fortunately 7R gearcases are a direct fit in those vehicles. The 7R gearcases are much stronger
than the old 7s. Power Wheels continues to do upgrades to the molds of the 7R gearboxes so
getting a new 7R is usually beneficial as well. Inside a gearbox are 5 gears. The Pinion Gear is
attached to the motor. The First Gear is the gear contacted by the pinion gear and is the
weakest in the gearbox. The Final Drive Gear is what the wheel or driver hub attaches to. There
are 4 different 7R gearboxes made today. Each can accommodate a range of gear ratios

determined by the size of the pinion gear. The bigger the pinion gear the faster the car goes but
at the expense of low-end power. Go too big and you will overheat the motor and blow fuses. If
you are mud-bogging, hill-climbing, towing, or demolition derbying you will want a small pinion
gear. If you are on pavement trying to do the Kessel Run in less than 12 Parsecs then bigger is
better. Other brands of vehicles have one mid-ranged pinion gear size in for their gearboxes
that you can not change the tooth count in. Tires: The tires that come on the car are the tires it
was designed to run. Changing tire diameter changes the gear ratio and can burn out motors.
Ride-ons don't have a clutch in their gearboxes. They use the spinning tire as a clutch. Adding
more traction with rubber or spikes removes the clutch and almost always overheats motors
and breaks gears. Picking the right vehicle for your kid includes matching the tires it comes
with to the terrain it will be used in. Monster Traction tires on the F are really bumpy on
pavement. Mustang tires will not get traction easily in dirt. Tires are not interchangeable
between vehicles so before you spend your time and money modifying make sure you've got
the right foundation. You can't get no action if you ain't got no traction! Which setup is right for
you? That depends on your budget and need for speed. Another popular way to upgrade in
steps is to get an 18v Conversion Kit and run the stock motors til they blow. You will not harm
anything else on the vehicle and can upgrade the motors as your budget allows. Putting a Stage
I upgrade onto your otherwise stock vehicle will give a noticeable boost in speed which will
make your kid smile and beat the neighbor's kid in a race. With ALL of these options we
recommend adding a Brake Reduction Module unless you have steep hills which makes
stopping a bit softer. Checkout our " Staged Upgrades Explained " guide for more information.
Part Number: Part Number: J In Stock, 5 available. Not Available for Retail Sale. Ships in 1 - 22
business days. In Stock, 12 available. In Stock, 2 available. In Stock, 3 available. In Stock, 9
available. In Stock, 11 available. In Stock, 1 available. If your lantern is no longer holding
pressure in the tank then it is likely that the pump has become worn and will need to be
replaced. This video will show you how. Get a head start on your next Power Wheels battery
replacement with this video's helpful repair tips. Shopping Cart. Submit Search. Sign in Sign in
with Password. Cart Shopping Cart 0 item s in your cart. Restore a saved shopping cart.
Preferred Partners of. Power Wheels Jeep Parts. Continue Shopping Proceed to Checkout.
Search within model. Page A. Add to Cart. Wheel Retainer. Front Axle Cap. Miscellaneous Parts.
Popular Parts. Shifter Assembly. Seatbelt 3 Pieces. Cross Bar. Front Axle. Repair Guides. Quick
Fix: How to Replace the Pump on a Newer Style Coleman Lantern If your lantern is no longer
holding pressure in the tank then it is likely that the pump has become worn and will need to be
replaced. How to Change a Power Wheels Battery Get a head start on your next Power Wheels
battery replacement with this video's helpful repair tips. Accessories for the Power Wheels J
Looking for the main battery cover as it was not latched when I transported it. Nancy Stone for
model number Y asked on Hello Nancy, According to our database, the model number you
provided is just a portion of a model number with multiple possible variations. To ensure that
we are recommending parts that will work for your model, please check your information again,
you will need to provide us with the full model and serial numbers located on the sticker on the
unit itself. Once we have that information, we would be happy to find the part you need. Did this
question help you? Yes No. Ask a question. Ask our experts a question about this part and we
will respond as soon as we can. Join our VIP email list to receive money-saving-advice and
special discounts. Model Number Recommended. Submit your question. Thank you for your
question! Our experts will get back to you as soon as they can. Ask Another Question. Continue
Shopping. Discussion is closed. Question: Help Hello , It might fix the problem. But it sounds
like the gearbox to me. And you will need to take your Power Wheels to an authorized service
center. They are the only ones that can replace the gear boxes in their units. It is a policy of the
manufacture. Question: Key Hello , The Power Wheels J key is for the child used to seeing how
to turn a vehicle on. It actually doesn't have any thing to do with the starting of the unit. It is just
a prop for them. Question: "3 Jeep Hurricane " lrey3. Hello lrey3, As I see it the wheel is part
number J And the rims have different part number for the front and rear. The front inner and
outer rim set is part number and the rear inner and outer rim set is part number Hope this helps,
-WJA. Thanks, trying to keep my kids happy! Hello rickrowland58, The gear box motor is one of
the parts that the manufacture will not supply to the end user. You will need take it to a Power
Wheels service center in your area. Hope that helps, -WJA. Sign up. Thank you! Your email, ,
has been added to our mailing list. We were unable to add your email to our mailing list. Millions
of Parts From Top Brands. Need Help? Customer Service. Board index Modifications by
category Steering, Suspension, and Wheels. Swapping wheels? Adding suspension? Adding
traction mods? This is the place for anything between the body and the ground! You do not
have the required permissions to view the files attached to this post. User mini profile. Re: jeep
hurricane on pneumatic tires I've been thinking about rubber tires on my sons hurricane for

awhile. I've just heard stories of weak gearboxes that has kept my itch for modding at bay. Keep
us up to date on how everything holds together! It looks great! Re: jeep hurricane on pneumatic
tires with stock wheels Doing the 24 volt conversion then lights. After that paint so should be a
fun build! Pricy but i want the finished product to look like it rolled off the showroom floor.
Picked the tires and tubes up through walmart. Free shipping to the house, best deal I could
find aside from used. Toycrushers Master Wiring Diagrams. Like night and day difference! Ten
max on the front for steerability. Like these A little MORE pricey :. What kind of terrain are you
riding on? Flat hilly? Flat ground if they are the same diameter should work perfect. Are you
planning on increasing the voltage also? If your in a relatively flat area and everything else is
stock i would say your safe. If they are taller which they may be that would give you more speed
bud strain the motors so you may want to re gear maybe go down a tooth on the pinion. If you
are going to upgrade the voltage i would say add a speed controller. The on and off may hurt
the gears. I am in the process of upgrading the motors to 's and 24 volts with a speed controller
as wel
2002 nissan xterra exhaust system
35mm mono connector
2003 ford 40 engine
l as steel gears. Will post update and let you guys know how well it performs. After all the
updates i do, i may go to the tires in your pic! The gear that likes to go out is the one directly in
contact with the pinion. Those are the steel gears I put in. Was not taking any chances with
break downs! It was a little while before I swapped the gears and upgraded to 24 volts. The
stock gears held up with no issues so I wouldn't believe it would cause an issue. I am sitting
here at work searching for ways to do these tires and do a custom cake pan wheel I can see
some, but being a newbie to the Power Wheels mod scene, I know Im just not looking in the
right place. I did see where another guy actually cut the tires to accept the wheel, instead of the
trimming on the wheels.. The tires can be more pricey then the wheels in some cases. Options
21 posts Page 1 of 1 21 posts. Would love to have one but there not enough space [â€¦].
Remember me. Who liked this post. Top list. Topic Contributors.

